Golby near the top academically,
Cotter to tell trustees tomorrow

Men 's Soccer and Football gain fir st wins.
1

Details on page 10.
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by Greg Nemrow . _
Despite predictions of a
steadily decreasing number
of college-age students over
the next decade , particularly in the northeast ,
Colby should not be greatl y
affected by this trend , and
its fortunes , in fact , should
continue to rise. Such is the
outlook
of the report
'
President
Cotter
will
\\present at the annual Board

of Trustees and Overseers
meeting tomorrow.
Besides his annual report ,
Cotter will present- the
meeting 's members with a
23-page
factbook
that
emphasizes the strengths
and weaknesses of the
acschool, its recent
complishments and its plans
and goals for the futu re.
One point to be stressed is
imColby's continuing
provement
from
a

Five considered f or tenure
by Sarah LickDyke
Five instr uctors from all three of the college academ ic divisions are being considered for tenur e th is
fall , and their qualificat ions are all listed here .
Histor y Pro f essor Lee Fe igon received his BA from U.
of Califor nia at Berkeley , MA degrees in Histor y an d
Far East ern Language and Civilization from the
University of Chicago, and his PhD at the U. of
Wisconsin-M adison. . .
His thesis paper explored the early years of the life of
Chian Du Xier. the founder of the Chinese 'Commun ist
Party, and he spent last year on a Fulbright Fellowship
t o the People's Re public of China where he completed
his researc h.
He is pres ently translating from Chinese a book of
poetry by a dissident official, and he is also making a
study of China 's 1958-1960 Great Leap Forward and why
it failed.

Bookstore credit
policy unpopular
by Sean Duffy and7
Craig Bystryn skj

studen t that buys a book

and

returns

it receives

cred it for the full amount of
The Colby Bookstore will tlie purchase . He then has
continue "to issue credit until April 15 to use the
rather than refund cash for credit. After that date , any
items tliat are returned ', amount left on account is
despite the system's im- forwarded to the college
mense unpopularity with business office to be used
students according to store against any bills the student
owes or to be credited to his
manager Sue Beth Fair.
The policy, which also account ,
Legally, the practice is
calls for a $3,00 minimum
perfectly
acceptable.
purchase to use credit , was
initiated under the auspices According to the Maine
of former college treasurer State Attorne y General 's
Karl Broekhuizen , who was off ice, the bookstore is only
opposed to cash refunds , obligated to accept returns
Fair said . "We just don 't on defective merchandise
have the cash oh hand" to and Is at liberty to set any
give refunds , she added. "I restrictions they wish on
Wouldn 't want to have that other returns.
One bookstore mana ger ,
kind of money here.
U I consider
John
Durkin of Boston
myself an
College, finds the policy
educator /'continued Fair.
She believes the current objectionable , however.
policy is a "deterre nt" "Kids like cash ," Durkin
curbing "the stupidity of said. "Who needs a credit?
studen ts " who ' " buy books It means bookkeeping and
they have ; po business loose ends all over the
place. ; ;.7
buying, " .
continued on pa ge4
Under the system , any

Tenure , Feigon felt, is not pleasant , and "somewhat
scary. " He saw it as a destructive force in its influence
on one's relat ions with colleague s, feeling that tenure
placed an au tomat ic suspicion on a junior department
member 's actions concerning the sincerity of his interest in the project being pursued.
Pmffls sor Tom Goulet of the Mathematics Department
rece ived his BA in Math from Worcester Polyt ech in
1973, and finished his PhD at R ensselaer P olytech in
1976, for which he wrote a thesis on Differential
Equa tions. He had previousl y taught at Worcester and
Rensselaer while doing his thesis work , and has
published a paper on the Dirichlet Problem , and
recentl y had a linear math text book accepte d for
publication.
Goulet is ha ppy at Colby where he f inds that " the
students are enthusiast ic and for the most part diligent ,
and th is makes teach ing easy." He considered , himself
" more an educator than a research person. " Where
tenure was concerned , Goulet saw two sides: "On one
hand it forces you to be aware of certain expected
standards , but on the other , it is un f ortunate that one
may be forced to leave a place you like because of
circumstances beyond your control. "
Government Professor Calvin
MacKenzie received
his BA in Government from Bowdoin in 1967, his MA in
Political Sience from Tufts in 1970, and his PhD from
Harvard in 1975. His thesis paper discussed "S enate
Confirmation of Presidential Appointments. "
This is only MacKenzie 's fourth year .at Colby. Prior
to this he taught full time for three years at George
Washington University.
He found that the
best thing about Colby is "the scale of the place" and
elaborated that here "The single individual can effect
the shape of the ¦institution. "
MacKenzie , an active researcher , has been published
extensively. Presently he is preparing for public ation a
paper that he presented to the American Political
Science Association Conventi on on the initial
Presidential appointment of the Rea gan administration ,
elaborated that here "the single individual can effect
the shape of the institution. "
MacKenzie does not feel any personal stress because
of his upcoming tenure decision. He does see both
Rroblems and advantages to the present system
owcver. A tenured position does provide a certain
amount of security he felt, but a failure to receive
tenure could dama ge future job possibilities. The unfortunate thing about being denied tenure , MacKenzie
felt , is that " most people think that they had done the
right things. " He continues "There is no point prior to
coming up for tenu re that you can know where you
stand .* 1
Professor Tom Shattuck of the Chemistry Department
received his BA in Chemistry from Lake Forest
University and his PhD from U. Cal,-Berkclcy. His
continued on page 4

He also said that the
"reports have been take n
seriously by the departments visited ," such as
adchemistry
and
ministrative science, and
that constant improvements
at Colby can be made due to
this process. The Board of
fort y
Overseers
has
members
this
year ,
seventeen of whom are new.
Cotter also will present a
faculty proposal to the
Trustees that
Another survey taken last thirty-one
the
Carnegie would amend the tenure
year ,
Classification , placed Colby bylaws and enable two partin the top fifteen percent of time married professors to
all "selective liberal arts share a full time tenured
colleges" in the country, position. Cotter said that it' s
with
only
Amherst , hard to find two full time
Bowdoin, Wesleyan and openings in specific fields
Williams rankin g higher in for part-time teachers , and
New England. The report that only full time teachers
traditionall y
been
also showed that this grou p had
of schools will not be af- eligible for tenure .
Since Colby plans to
fected ser iously by the
demograph ic require more research of its
coming
teachers in order to qualif y
trends . "
All Trustees ' committees f or t enure , he will suggest
will also submit re ports at to the Trustees that a prethe meet ing as will two of tenure semester sa bba tic al
the Overseers ' committees. policy, similar to Williams ,
The Board of O verseers , be implemented to enable
created by Cotter two years junior teachers to do more
ago, reviews six of Colby 's research .
The Board will also aptwenty-four
academic
departments ever y year in prove many faculty and
ap"self-study
mode ." adm inistra ti ve'
a
Outsi de experts f rom area pointments made over the
schools are usually retained last year . F inall y, they will
by the committees to assist be informed that the
in the evaluations. "There Heights was completed on
is great cooperation amon g schedule and $150,000 under
budget.
NECSAC schools." he said.
comparative
admissions
standpoint. Figures from
the latest issue of Barron 's
College Guide placed the
school in the third quartile
of America 's top 85 institutions
of
higher
education . Based on the
total number
of such
schools in the country,
3,124, Colby ranked in the
top three percent in admissions.
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$220,000 computer begins contr ol
of oil and electricit y consum ption

Inau guration at Bowdoin
In a ceremony attended by President Cotter, and
presided over by Merton G. Henry, President of the
Board of Trustees, Dr. A. LeRoy Greason was
inaugurated as the 12th president of Bowdoin
College on October 9th in Brunswick.
Greason, a former Bowdoin dean and faculty
member for 29 years, extolled the virtues and intentions a
liberal arts institution and
education , "Let us be guardians of the curriculum,
buffers that turn back the immediate demands of a
world out there so that here history and literature
and music and science may perform their wonders
and students may graduate quickened to a sense
that there is indeed a pond to be fished for and a
common good to be served," he said.
Greason replaces former President Entenmann
who resigned last fall under pressure from the
Board of Trustees.

Newton receives g ran t
Assistant Professor Chemistry Tom Newton,
recently received a grant of $8,117 from the
National Science Foundation in order to study insect hormones.
Two Colby students wil be helping him in his work
which will involve preparing boll weevil hormones
known as pheromones. The lab synthesis of insect
pheromones is a very active area of organic
chemistry.

Heat limit: 65
Buildings and Grounds recently informed all
department heads and student groups about the
school's regular heating policy.
With the exception of the infirmary and dormitories, all buildings will be kept at 65 . But policy
dictates that on sunny days with temperatures in the
50's, no heat will be turned on; however, on rainy
•days of the same temperature, the heat will be
turned on.
On days that begin with low temperatures, but
are expected to warm up, the heat will be turned on
only f or the amount of time necessary to heat th e
building.
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by John Campbell
A computer system to
control Colby's electricity
and oil consumption went on
line this week, after being
installed in the fieldhouse
last year.
According to Jon Linn,
Colby's energy engineer,
the
computer which
began operation this week is
a Johnson Controls JC80-10,
a microcomputer along the
line of the Radio Shack
TRS-80 with a 5.5 inch
floppy disk and 64k bytes of
memory.
The system
operates through a buried
trunk line that connects all
of the .buildings into the
system in the fieldhouse.
Scattered
through
the
trunk line are 17 field
processing units, devices
that communicate with both
the central system and field
units. The field units include sixty temperature
sensors and 105 start-stop
points which turn steam
valves on and off.
The net effect of this is
that Buildings & Grounds
will be able to program 100
valves, or loads, to cycle on
and off in a variety of
ways ; by a timeclock, or by
inside temperature and
outside!
temperature
measures. In addition, the
computer will be able to
monitor Colby's electric

Colby's energy efficiency

computer (above) went on line
this week. The computer , which
is located in the field house , is

power consumption and
control it in order to
eliminate
peak
usage
periods.
Linn anticipates it will
take about a month to
debug and fine-tune the
system. Since most dorms
have only one or two main
steam valves, only one or
two bedrooms in each dorm

by Greg Nemrow
An arrest warrant h^s
f or
an
been
issued
unidentified male flasher,
first reported by a female
student on Runnels Hill,
October 5th. He has been
spotted again on campus
and was temporarily apby
prehended recently
Colbv security.
The 5 foot 10 inch suspect,

presumed to be between 3040 years old with wayy
black and gray hair was
seen masturbating by two
more female students at the
bottom oi Mayflower Hill on
Oct. 9.
At 5:30 that same day,
Colby security apprehended
a man urinating by the side
of May flower Hill Drive,
took him into .custody long
enough to make out a report
and then escorted him off

STU-A FIL MS PRESENTS

temperature
will have
sensors installed in them to
measure
the
heat.
Additionally, Linn said that
there may be some efficiency loss and somedifficulties with Colby's steam
valves and controls, which
are old and require frequent
attention.
^
Despite this, Linn said

campus. While he was sitting in the truck, the two
students spotted him, but
did not inform the security
guard at the time, w hat
they had seen him doing.
Now the suspect is again
being sought, and his case
has beenreferredto Lt. Tom
Hinswater of the Waterville
Police Dept.
If apprehended, the three female
students he accosted will all
have' to positively identify
the suspect and depending
on the charges brought

h
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&
Manager Ed Ciampa Class of '77 , :
Loun ge Now Open 7 N Ights 'til 1 a.m.
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against h im, he could face
up to, a year in prison.

Another
off-campus
resident precipitated an
incident at 2AM on October
10 when a man punched a
Phi Delta Theta broth er
who had followed him as he
was stealing a keg of beer
from the house and loading
it onto a truck.
Ken Gagnon, director of
the Colby security said the
police do have a suspect in
the incident and are
proceeding on the matter.
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Reasonable Prices /Prompt Service ..
Conveniently located in the Concourse
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that the system is expected
to cover its $220,000 cost in
one and three quarter
years, as well as save Colby
15-20 percent . on its oil bill,
and 5-6 percent on its
electric bill. The system
was obtained as the result
of a 50 percent statefinanced
energy grant
obtained last year.
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expected to cut oil and
electricity consumption
substantially.

Not j ust a flasher in th e pan

If they Ve really got what it takes ,
it's going to take everything
they Ve got

Specials
Fres h Char-Broiled

{photo by Jane Sullivan)

Telephone 872-7162 Hows 8-3:30 Mon.-Sat.
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Blue light shines again
i]

by John OToole

j |Freshmen were recently
Ifprised last week by the
appearance of a blue light
alpp the Miller Library
taper , but for upthe
pft-classmen,
rfemergence of the light
\||s the return of a Colby
tradition.
iFor many years the blue
liiht stood in the tower until

last year when the light was
vandalized. It was subsequently replaced by a
white one because the blue
bulb was- of a certain
construction which could
neither be replaced nor
duplicated.
According to Dean of
Students, Earl Smith, when
both students and faculty
complained that the white
light simply wasn't the

same, B & G set out to find
a new type of blue light.
The solution? One of the
campus lamp post lights
was taken and covered with
a blue celluloid wrapper,
inside of which stands a 100
watt metal halite bulb, thus
the blue light shines again.
New security precautions
were taken to protect the
new light too/ Students will
not be able to climb to the
top of the tower and sign
their
names
before
graduation,
a
Colby
tradition. According to Stan
Palmer, manager of B & G ,
quite a bit of money was
spent last year to prevent
the American Friends students climbing to the top
Service. Modell wishes to of the tower.
have the students *'lobk at
Metal doors and frames
Contin ued o n pa ge 7

New courses offe r
cross-cultural insig ht
i ;

by John Collins

\\ This semester, two new
courses,
Jithropology
and
Personality
and
flture
introduction to anopology have been inby Professor
n-educed
i'iri - J 1*1
Mpdell.
%The Culture and Personality course, which
rSeets twice a week,
e|amines personality traits
u| certain cultures and how
<|eativity differs from
<l*_ture to culture in
focieties such as Tahiti,
6ali, and New Guinea .
j §The Am«rican Indians
course examines the Native
American culture, 'l"
iuhlues, social institi ns
and personality tr ..
the
j|lso examined
(response of the Native
American to his sarrounouigs which from the 18th
to the present, has
en
been
an aggressive
Ititury
d suppressive white
lture.
Recently, several students
»m the American Indian
»ss attended a workshop
learn about the Wabanaki
aine Indians' culture and
story , and to discuss
mes such as the needs of
|lative American students,
j some of the students are
considering writing a paper
•fijrther investigating and
examining the relationship
between the Maine Indian
_hc
ind
educational
system.
For the American Indians
nurse, Modell is trying to
chedule guest speakers to
alk to the class including
'epresentatives from the
I^ine Indian Program of

f

A corn erston e'
in Colby histor y
by Lee St. Laurent

A cornerstone ceremony
to be held this Friday at 1
p.m. will officially dedicate
Colby 's newest dorm "The
Heights." Invitations to
attend the official opening
of the campus' 42nd
building have been sent to
trustees, alumni, faculty,
and Colby friends.
Dean of the College, Earl
Smith, "Professor Calvin i
Mackenzie,
Dean
of
Students Janice Seitzinger,
and others toured six New
England colleges in 1979
looking at the dorms built
within the last five years to
get ideas for the new dormitory 's look.
At Trinity College, they
found a dorm that the
students liked so much they
had
nicknamed
it
"Paradise." The architect
was Philip M. Chu, who was
then chosen to design the
Heights.
Mr. Chu will • be present
for the Friday ceremeny,
.and will place a paper
containing th« building 's
architectural statistics in
the cornerstone.
The Heights is also the
first dorm in Maine to take
advantage
of
new
legislation
allowing
colleges to build dormitories

through funding by tax free
state agency bonds, so also
attending the ceremony will
be State Senator Richard
Pierce, the sponsor of that
bill. He will leave a copy of
the legislation in the stone.
The ceremony will begin
with President
Cotter
presiding and a speech from
Mackenzie. Each guest on
the platform will place an
article in the cornerstone
box;
Trustee
Ralph
Williams '35 , chairman of
the Buildings and Grounds
committee will leave a
bronze seal of the College.
Donna Curran, Head
Resident, will put a roster
of names and pictures of the
first residents of the dorm.
Other articles to be included
in the cornerstone consist of
a picture of South College,
1821 , before Colby moved up
the hill, and a copy of Colby
and Its Neighbors which
will be placed by Mayor
Paul Laverdiere '59*.
Seitzinger will place a
reproduction of an oil
painting by Waldo Pierce of
the original site, and
Lauren McArthur, daughter
of Prof, and Mrs. McArthur,
the first faculty resident
family in the heights, will
place a picture of her
family and sheep dog, Iris,
in the stone.
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were installed, as well as
iron grids on some of the
windows.
However, as
Palmer points out, the
precautions
were
not
necessarily taken to prevent
vandalism to the blue light
or other malicious damage.
Rather, they were installed
to prevent the possibility of
personal injury to adventuresome students.
Palmer said the fall from
the tower being a long one,
would certainly seriously
injure any student possibly
faUing off.
So, while the return of the
blue light signified the
return of one tradition, it
seems that the new security
precautions
taken
to
prevent damage to the light
will probably end another.

P
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The blue light in the Miller library tower.

photo by Jane Sullivan
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File Cervica l Cap :what , why and where
by Joanne Werther
Have you ever heard of a
cervical cap? Possibly so
but also quite possibly not
so. It is a birth control
device
much
like
a
diaphragm and was widely
used, along with the latter,
before the adi—* «*f the
IUD ( Intrauterine _. . ce)
and the Pill in the 1950's
and '60's, after which time
it was ail but forgotten.
Since its re-emergence in
the United States in 1977, it
has been both the subject of
much controversy and of an
on-going struggle between
women's health activists
and the Food and Drue
Administration (FDA) .
Women's health activists
are determined to make the
cap readily available to the
public, along with adequate
information regarding its
effectiveness "
and
its
problems.
The FDA,
however,
has
been
procrastinating
and
delaying the investment of
the
time
and
funds
necessary
to
conduct
studies tha t would prove
the safety and effectiveness
of the cap.
The cervical cap is a
thimble-shaped object that
fits snugly over the cervix,
much the same way a
thimble fits over a finger.
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continuedfromp a g e1

"I can't think of any
having
advantages
ol
added.
"I'd
credit,"he
It has been used in Europe the cap.
diaphragm. What is at the imagine it would be very
for years but has been
Unavailability seems to
unpopular with the students.
rediscovered in the United be the only real disad- heart of this controversy?
is
the
FDA
Of course, if someone
States just recently. There vantage -of the cap; for Why
are two variations of the unknown reasons, it fell into procrastinating? From the would like credit instead of
cap, differing
in the disuse when the Pill and the point of view of the cash, we'll give it to them,
material used to make them IUD were developed, and women's health activists, but 99.9 percent of the time
and in the specific way they did not regain popularity as the issue is a heated one, students take cash."
Fair admits that the
are shaped.
the diaphragm did. Until surrounded by unnecessary,
credit system has problems.
The effectiveness of the recently, few United States suspicious
it does
"The bookkeeping ' (it
cap is about the same as the practitioners fitted the. cap, not make delays;
sense
that
the
creates)
is horrible. It's a
diaphragm
but
un- and all United States
real
pain.!'
In addition , it
fortunately, there have been manufacturers
had
no recent studies made;.the discontinued its production. FDA tells women that yes, takes longer to ring up a
sale when a person uses
most recent one was The * New
Hampshire they can use a drug who's
c
published in 1953, and if was feminist Health Center safety is shrouded in credit, since the cashier
inaccurate in enough ways (NHFHC ) has developed controversy, but that it will must look up a ring card
to render the findings in- maps detailing where the not offer them a method and have it signed.
valid.
However,
more cap is availabl. across the which has been used safely
The reason for the $3.00
recent studies by individual U.S. Lamberts & Limited for many years. These minimum, Fair said, is that
gynecologists indicate a of London still manufac- questions will be looked at
a 1969 study showed that it
rate of effectiveness about tures it, so it can be im- in next week's Echo.
costs 12 cents to ring up a
equal to that of a ported, butjhere have been
diaphragm along with some reports of cap shipments
advantages
which
being detained by customs.
continued frompage1
diaphragms do not have.
New studies of the cap
As with any birth control have begun and interest is thesis examined "Carbon . and Denterism Nuclear
device, there are factors spreading.
More prac- Magnetic Resonance in Solids" which, "has nothing to
and considerations related tioners are fitting the cap do with nuclear power," he said.
to the cervical cap that and several companies have
Shattuck is presently collaboratingwitlj a member of
women should be aware of, expressed an interest in UMO's chemistry department on a paper on Platinum
but there is nothing renewing its production.
Cyanide Complexes. He is also building a spectrometer
especially difficult, risky, or Nevertheless, ,
which he intends to use in examining compounds
several
bothersome about it. Most problems remain. The FDA presently used in cancer chemotherapy, and also sets of
women can use one with no has no policy on the cer- compounds used in solar energy systems to produce
yet. And hydrogen.
problem.
There are no ^al cap
major side-effects com- _nrag companies which
Shattuck found Colby "a very nice place," and also
monly reported, though already have a full line of felt that though tenure decisions do create a certain
there have been reports of contraceptives
amount of tension, he "would be doing the same things
might
various kinds of minor reduce their profits if they anyway."
discomfort in a small produce the cap, because it
Also up for tenure this year is Colby newcomer
percentage of women using lasts much longer than the Professor David Simon, who replaced James Carpenter
Chairman of the Art Department. Simon received his
¦ ¦
¦¦
¦
¦
¦¦
¦
¦¦
¦
¦¦
¦¦
¦
¦¦
¦
¦¦
¦¦
B as
BA and MA degrees in Art History from Boston
Univers ity , and received his PhD from the University of
s Courtald Institute of Art.
; mm " ¦London'
Simon has ju st completed a Mellon Fellowship at the
Metropolitan Museum- of Art in New York where he
catalogued the Spanish Romanesque Sculpture of the
Cloisters.
Previously, he was a tenur e pro f essor at the Stat e
University of N.Y.-Cortland, where he spent seven years
as a full time teacher. He also devoted one year on a
Fulbright Fellowship to researching a Romanesque
Cathedral in Jacer, Spain.
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sale, including paper, ink,
electricity
and
labor.
Inflation
should
have
brought that price up
considerably . - and
the
National Cash Register
charge cards used at the
bookstore are "very expensive," she noted. Before
the minimum was in effect ,
according to Fair, stu dents
who were upset by the
credit policy would buy a
dozen little things one at a
time throughout the day.
Fair
proposes
two
possible changes in the
system. One is to issue
checks for refunds. She
would do so "if I had the
faculties to write checkswhich I don't,"Fair said.
The
bookstore
needs
authorization from the
college administration to
write checks, she added.
The system could also" be
changed by, issuing credit
during the "rus h " of the
early part of the semester,
then when business slows
down, sending the unused
credit slips to the school
business office and having
them issue checks, Fair
said.
Colby Administrative Vice
President Satan Nicholson,
who oversees the bookstore
operation, said he was not
fully aware of the problems
the store is having with its
credit system, but indicated
enthusiasm
for
Fair's
suggestions. "If Sue Beth
has ideas on how the
process could be simplified,
we'd love to look into
them," he said.
One r eason no ch an ges
have been implemented in
the past said Fair, is that
the
student-faculty-staff
committee on th e bookstore ,
which- is organized each
year , hasn't met since
November of 1979. The
committee , Fair noted, is
under the jurisdiction of
new Dean of Facu lt y Pau l
Dorrain,
Another problem, act
cording to Fair, is that she
must conten d with f aculty
who see th e book store as "a
service to students," and
administrators, who see it
as "a profit making enterprise and demand "solid
( financial) records."
Unt il a policy change is
ma de, Fair continued,''I
don't make decisions as Sue
Beth , I make them as
manager of the bookstore.'.'
She " doesn't want anyone
stuck with five cents worth
of something they can't
use ," but added, students
should "use your mind"

: HOURS: SUN-TH0RS 1 lam-9pm 3
Americ an
FRI&SAT llam- lOpm :
5
Cancer
'RE~DEEM THirCOUPON I [
Society
'!"""
!
when buying.
8
8
FORI0 % OFF DINNER
' I '
Visit the Mill Store at
8
(WA TERVILLE STORE ONL Y) \ 5
*~4
¦
s JL^ff icASCAm
ok
Fabrics Over 30O Styles & Color *
! !
mB" EYE" DTNNER"" ~"" ! j I 1-Wvvf 'l f,7 '. Woolen
Remn ants , Seconds & found Goods
I f ;
: i
2 FOR $.6.99
| Woolen Blankets-Samp les &75 an request
V |k
¦
8
COUPON EXPIRES
For Information:
Director: UNH Salzburg Program
Murkland Hall/AMLL-German
University of New Hampshirs
Durham, Now Hampshire 03S24
Tel: (€03) 862-1210
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¦He 's betting y our bottom dollar
When I was a kid
( assuming, for the time
being, that that can' be
considered a matter of
history), I had a paper
route. It was a pretty good
sized route, including approximately 40 houses, 52
newspapers, and at least six
dogs that were bigger than I
-was. I don't remember
exactly how or why I first
acquired the route, but 1do
recall that it had something
to do with ah incessant
craving for money, coupled
with a lot of "I-just-gaveyou-two dollars-last-week!"
answers from Mom and
Dad.
At any rate, with the help
of their well-intentioned
parential nudges, I accepted
my first paying job, and
thus began nay initiation
into the real world- a i

process which, I might add,
is still going on and may
never end. Anyway, the
basic idea was for me to
earn a few bucks a week
and, in the process, learn
the lessons of responsibility, and do's and don't's of
financial
fundamental
management..

the tooth decay promotion
category that was worth its
weight in sugar, from
Twinkees to Mi_k Duds, to
Snickers bars(no matter
how you slice 'em, they
come up peanuts) . It had
Kit Kats and Tic Tacs and
Tootsie Pops.. And it had
my favorite-the little red
licorice fish that lodge
themselves
in
the
unreachable crevices of the
teeth for longer-lasting
taste.

inequities
in
financial
management - money goes
a helluva lot faster than it
comes. I pondered the
implications
of
that
revelation for a few brief
minutes, but soon became
lost in the mesmeric ecstasy of feeling an Mand M
melt in my mouth ( and not
in my hands).
But these were not_ easy
Ah, but where was the
lessons for a 10 year old
ecstacy on Monday, when
sweet-toothed kid with a
the man from the delivery
paper route, especially
service came knocking on
when the last stop just
my front door for his
happened to be at perhaps Well, the point is that "Collection Day"?
these temptations are often "Well I, uh, didn't collect
die most popular candy irresistable
for 10-years-old
store in town.
sweet-toothed kids with enough money this week," I
paper routes-especially on fibbled. "Can I catch you
I mean, this place was Fridays (better known in next Monday?*"
paradise covered with delivery boy jargon as He fell for it and left, but
chocolate. A vision in a "Collection Day" or "Moola no sooner had I finished my
wonderful Willy Wonka Day").of I quickly learned sigh of relief than my
the unfortunate . mother who was listening
dream. It had everything in ^ne

statements

by Sarah LickDyke
The five candidates up for
tenure this fall have
completed a total of more
than 40 years of teaching
an d gra duate work and now
the two month process of
compiling and evaluations
will begin today.
Colby targets a tenured
faculty of approximately 67
per cent , but the number
now stands at 68 per cent
with 77 tenured professors
out of 113 permanent
positions. The only way
th at positions open for
newly tenured members is
if a tenured professor
resigns-retires , or dies.
Material covering the
teaching,
- advisory,
professional and scholarly
accom plishments, as well
as the contributions to and
activities within the college
of the five faculty members
has already been compiled
by
their
respective
departments.
Each candidate's dossier
will contain a "vita ," which
includes all professional
and college activities , all
material
published
or
submitted by the candidate,
and published reviews of
that material.
Personal

summarizin g

the "present and future

growth and development as

a teacher and advisor ,
accomplishments
and
promise as a scholar and
contributions
to
the
department, college and
discipline" must be submitted * separately by the
candidate to his department.
Each department reviews
the candidates' teaching
record, and letters of
evaluation from selected
students and outside . individuals. A letter stating
the department's recommendations and reasons' for
support are added to th e
dossier, and the whole
package is passed to the

Committee on Promotion

and Tenure.
The Committee will look
first at the candidate's
demonstrated ability as a
teacher, and advisor. It also
considers
his
accomplishments, potential as
a scholar, and his contributions to the college and
his discipline. The candidate will then be ranked
as ••exceptional," " outstanding," or "good" in
relation to faculty tenured
in recent years.

———- STU-A FILMS PRESEN TS^-
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Conlncl htarotl VA olllct
a local voltiam arou p.

72 MAIN STREET
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Two written ballot votes
are then taken by the
committee on the basis of
the candidate evaluations
and how the candidate fits
the present and f orseen
f uture needs of their
department and Colby. The
second vote, taken at a
separate meeting, allows
the Committee to reconsider
its preliminary decision.
After deciding which
candidates are worthy of
tenure the Committee then
relays the original dossier
department
recommendations, and its own
recommendations to the
President.
The President essentially
has th e fina l power to veto a
recommendation, which he
has only done once in-two
years.
Generally, he
follows
the
recommendations of the Committee.
The
President
then
transmits the vote land
evaluations
to
the
Educational Policy Board of
Trustees in December.
They in turn cast their final
votes in January after a
thirty day examination
period, during which they
examine the material on
each candidate.
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ACROSS FROM STERN'S' ENTRANCE ON THE CONCOURSE

COMPLET E LINE OF CONTACT LENS & EYE CARE SUPPLIES
WEDNESDAY IS ALL CITIZEN 'S DAY
-~10# OFF QJN ALL NON-SALE MERCHANDISE
l
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WELCOME ALVMM!

SPECIALS

Thursday Nig ht t Eggplant Parmesan with garlic bread

Friday Nig ht:

-

Chicken Cordon Bleu with baked potato

Saturday Nig ht: Prime rib of beef with baked potato
¦ Broccoli mushroom crepe with rice p ilaf

WEDS. NEW COLBY COLLEGE NIGHT :
10% DISCOUNT WTH COLBY IX).
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What 's it all about ?

. ... KATZENJAMMEH
So iiyi tte
-V^ J ^

minutes and included such
timeworn
cliches
as
''Money doesn't grow on
trees you know! "and
"Don't ever ask me for
another penny again!"
And so I learned the
"Golden Rule" of financial
responsibility: "Never take
unauthorized risks with
other people's money."
Now I wonder- did
Ronald Reagan ever have
a paper route? Did he ever
learn the "Golden Rule"?
Apparently not.
The Gipper's economic
plan -at least partially-is
based on risks-risks with
monies from middle~and
low- income America.
Basically,
Reaganomics
calls for deep budget cuts

**

Tenure

n

from
the kitchen as
mother's sometimes docame storming into the
dining room.
"You told me you
collected from everybody
this- week except the
Petersons!"
Oh ,the regrettable things
we say while in ecstasy!
"You spent that money,
didn't you!?"
"Well. uh..."
"You spent it all on
candy!"
"No, I didn't spend it all
on candy..."
"What then?"
"I spent some on baseball
cards..."
My mother then began a
high-pitched recital of the
old Financial Responsibility
sibility Lecture, which
lasted for approximately 20

I
"It take* off. Fame has no dull moments. "
- Archer Winrte rn New York Post i

%£t
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Happ y hour Monda y-Saturday 3p m-7p m

4 Mdin Str eet Oakland , Maine

465-7451

_
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career w atch THE CAREER PLANNING LIBRARY is now open
until 6:00 p.m. Monday-Friday for your convenience.
EARLY AMERICAN CULTURE - A program through
the.University of Delaware and the Winterthur Museum
provides a multidisciplinary approach to the study of
American decorative arts and material culture. The
curriculum encourages work in the related areas of
American fine and decorative arts, social and cultural
history, literature, and museum studies. Find out more
in the Career Planning Office, Roberts 252..
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FAIRFIELD COUNTY, CONNECTICUT - residents of
this county, who are interested in working in the Connecticut and New York areas may wish to use a private
career counselor who is familiar with the area. You
may find out her address and further information in
Roberts 252.

INTERNATIONAL CAREERS - some information on
Columbia's program in international business, government service and foreign affairs has just arrived.
Similar to the Fletcher School at Tufts and Woodrow
Wilson School at Princeton. Check it out in the Career
~
Planning Office .

NOAA CORPS - National Oceanic arid Atmospheric
Administration seeks men and women with degrees in
the sciences who are seeking a career which offers
travel,v variety and general, rather than specialized,
fields of study. Such a career is typically a blend of
operational , research, and administrative assignments which are designed to combine technical
management positions with a better understanding of
the earth's oceans and atmosphere. More information
on the corps and the eligibility requirements is available
in Roberts 252.

THEOLOGICALL EDUCATION DAY - at Harvard
Divinity School,« November 20th, for all students interested in careers in theology. Find out more in
Roberts 252.

Get help from people
who've been there before.
___? ____ ___*

MARINE ECOLOGY IN THE FLORIDA KEYS Perfect forjfan Plan! Perfect location, near coral reefs,
aquatic preserves, wildlife refuges, mangrove islands,
freshwater ponds, and much more. The experience can
involve boat trips, snorkeling, lab exercises, hiking
and wading.
Internships also available for each
semester. Find out more in Roberts 252.

__ ,B_fe ^ #*_**9*«__
f *__0*J_a

RESEARCH EXPEDITIONS FOR JANUARY -the
School for Field Studies offers programs in January
which enables students to join university professors
doing original research on a field expedition. This
January the opportunities are: Zoology in Kenya,
Marine Science at Little Cayman Island , Wildlife
Ecology in the Everglades, and Earth Science at Grand
Canyon.
Detailed information about each trip is
available in the Career Planning Office.
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OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Mon.-Fri.
Sat.
Sun.

8:00-5:30
8:00-5:00
10:00-4:00

ENVIRONMENTAL INTERN PROGRAMS - The 1982

program of environmental interns hips in t he Nort heast ,

the. Great Lakes region, and the Pacific
* California,
Northwest
have
just been announced. A few apj| plications are available
in the Career Planning Office.
% Sign up before December 1st!
#
JOINT DEGREE IN INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
AND LAW - Georgetown Univesity offers a four year,
joint degree program which awards both the Juris
Doctor degree and an MS in Foreign Service. The
program is interdisciplinary in its approach.
Announcements with more details available in the
Career Planning Office.

*10% OFF WITH COLBY ID. I

II HAMLIN'S
BEVERAGE BAR N
I
I
I
I

Welcome back,
everyone !
R emem ber us ?
We 're still here!

Mi ller
||
\
\ 1 2 12oz. Cans j
$3.99
Ii
I

Reg . $5,29

I Pabs t Ex tra Lite
12 NR
$ 1.89 6 pac i;

Reg $2. 16 >
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LIVE LOBS TERS
& CLAMS!

52 FRONT ST. WATERVILLE 873-6228

OIL AND GAS ACCOUNTING - at Texas Tech.
Participants receive the traditional MS in Accounting
PLUS ten courses (30 credits) specializing in the Oil and
and Gas industry. The demands for qualified oil and
gas accountants continues to exceed supply! An interesting new field for a promising career. Find out
more in Roberts 252.
EAST-WEST
GRADUATE
STUDY
AND
REASEARCH OPPORTUNITIES - The East-West '
Center is a nat ional educat ion inst itut ion esta blis hed in
Hawaii by the U.S. Congress to promote better relations
and understanding between the U.S. and the nations of
Asia and the Pacific. Designed for those pursuing a
Masters or Doctoral degree at the University of Hawaii.
Excellent opportunity. Find out more in the Career
Planning Office.

CAREERS IN ADVERTISING AND_ COM- .
MUNICATIONS - the Advertsing Women of New York,
Inc. is sponsoring a College Career Conference on
Saturday, November 14th. Anyone interested in advertising is encouraged to attend. It will be at Pace
University. An excellent opportunity to find out more
about the field and make important contacts with those
in the business. Registration forms available in Roberts
252. '
JANUARY

SPORTS INFORMATION INTERNSHIP - at Dartmouth. For those interested in sports information
reporting, publicity, broadcasting, PR. will be assigned
to various Dartmouth sports teams. Free room, travel,
som e mone y , and "life in the fast lane." Designed for
those who need experience, to get into a field that interests them. Find out more in Roberts 252.
PROGRAMMER - NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!
- Computer Information Systems in Braintree, Mass.
has need for a programmer. They are a fast-growing
timesharing and software development company, and
are willing to train qualified candidates. Find out more
in Roberts 252.
CHILD CARE CENTER DIRECTOR- Loring Air
Force Base-Federal Job. Develops, implements , and
con ducts child care and presc hool programs and
manages the center facilities. Pepares budgets.
Ensures nutrition . Find out how to apply in the Career
Planning Off ice.
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERN - the
Agency for International Development works primarily
with food problems for underdeveloped nations. Their
programs help w ith immed iate needs and develop
longer term solutions for the hunger problem. Find out
more in Roberts 252. You would begin in January 1983.

Thurs., Oct. 15th

IHVIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

Sun., Oct. 18th
'

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

M.B.A.

Mon., Oct. 19th

Students of All Major s and Fields Invited
Come to our meetings to hear about our
MBA and PhD Programs and to ask any
Sucstions about the curriculum, admission,
nanciol aid, and career opportunities
available in the following fields of management:
Finance
Health Administration
Economics
Public and , Nonprofit
Marketing
Human Resources
Accounting
Management Science
General Management Policy

Monday, October 19
Contact Career Planning Office for sign ups.

GRADUATES:

Resume Workshop - 6 pm
Robins Room , Roberts
Peace Corps Interviews
Information Session with
Travelers Insurance
6:30 p m , Robins Room
University df Chicago MBA Prog ram
Workshop - "Careers in
th e Airline Industry "
time and location to be
announced
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Aiiiiouncements
CEREMONY at the
CORNERSTONE
Heights takes place on Fri., Oct. 16 at 1p.m.
Anyone interested in JAN PLAN IN ISRAEL, a three
credit course entitled "Israeli Politics and the Middle
East" should contact Prof. Maisel at ext. 614 or 616
before the beginning of registration. -

# Anthropol ogy

COLBY OUTING CLUB memberships are available now
in Boberts 127, Monday - Thursday 12:30 -1:30, and 6:30
- 7:30, Friday 1:00 - 2:00. $10.00 for the year includes
use of COC equipment, opportunities for trips going out
every weekend, and various workshops. Join in the
good times!

Continued fr om page 3;
more aspects of Indian
life."
Modell is planning a new
course for next year that
will deal with sex roles in a
cross cultural perspective.
She also hopes to form
another course, Oceania,

STUDY ABROAD NIGHT for all students interested in
study in the British Isles and for all seniors who were
there last year. Wednesday, October 21, 9 p.m., Dana
Lounge.

FALL SPORTS BONFIRE by Neumann .Club at 8 p.m.
Oct. 16 near athletic fields.

Classified Advertisements

AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY meeting at 8 p.m.,
Oct. 16 in Keyes 105 with Dr. John Chrisman, Director of
Research at Tufts.

on Foss
Hey^you crisps over
3rd
floor representing the' fair cities
of Washington, * Grosse Polnte,
'da Bronx, Barqueriamstead
and, forgot your town Mas,
when you all gonna put In a ¦
personal for me? Huh, When?

ORACLE SALE of old books and candids will be held
from 9 a.m; to noon in Roberts Lobby on Oct. 17.

Typewriter For Sale. Smith
Corona Manual with case . Used
once for a resume. Got the [ob ;
don't need It anymore. t'S.
Call 673-3067. J im Cook

18 per cent off on camping and
other equipment from IME
Catalogues available for perusal
in the Outing club room,
Roberts 127: All orders must be
made by October 23, in"order to
have
ihe
byequipment
Christmas.

To my favorite punk rock, dancer: ! When is our next performance? A.J.

•Wants to know

ECONOMICS SEMINAR : "The Population
History of England 1541-1871: A Reconstruction" will be presented at 3 p.m., Oct.
19 in .'L103 by Roger Schofield, Director of
Cambiridge Group for History of Population
and Social Structure.

—'¦ HftSi
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which will specialize in
examining Pacific Island
cultures.
The object of
anthropology Modell said, "is
that it forces us to examine
our
own
assumptions,
cultural
conventions,
behaviors and beliefs."
Student reaction about the
courses was varied, but
generally on the good side.
Next semester the course
following
Culture and
Personality
is
entitled
Ritual and Identity, which
deals with rituals in different societies.

;
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LECTURE; "Black Women Educators in
the 19th Century," with Linda Perkins,
Assistant Director of Bunting Institution at
Radcliffe will be presented at 7:30 p.m., Oct.
19 in Smith Room of Roberts.
JAN PLAN MEETING on January in India
will take place on Oct. 15 in the evening in
the Hurd Room, Roberts, at 6:30 pm
EARLY BIRD SWIM continues all week
from 7-8 a.m. in the field house.
JAN PLAN MEETING : Study of Tropical
Ecology on Anguilla, will be held on Oct. 15
for interested students at 7 p.m. in Arey 5.
QUAD RESIDENTS' energ y conservat ion
tips and guidelines workshop will take place
in Champlin lounge tonight at 6:30 p.m.

STU-A FILMS PRES ENTS
If they've really got what it ta kes
it's going to take everything
theyVe got
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Theatre of Deaf perf orm ance
an amazin g experience
by Scott Sophos

The National Theatre of
the Deaf performed in
Augusta last Friday night.
Unfortunately, due to an
incredible lack of publicity
on the part of the University
of Maine at Augusta,
sponsor of the show, this
event passed by without
much notice and an
auditorium
only
three
quarters full. If you were
lucky enough to be a part of
that small group of people,
however, the performance

put on by this amazing
group of actors will be
remembered for a long,
long time.
In existence for only
fourteen years, the National
Theatre of the Deaf is just
that-a theatre of strong,
graceful sign language with
dance, music, movement
and simultaneous narration,
designed for all audiences.
They have performed' in all
50 states, on 5 continents,
and have won a special
Tony award for theatircal
excellence and a special
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award from the National
Association of the the Deaf.
The production they staged
in Augusta Friday night,
Shanny Mow's, is the
twenty-eighth
• major
production by the NTD.
Gilgamesh is the theatre's
adaptation of the ancient
Sumerian resurrection myth
of
Gilgamesh,
three
quarters god and one
quarter man, who, after the
death of his friend Enkidy,
goes on a journey to the
land of the gods in search of
the secret of immortality.
The myth is presented by a
company of nine deaf and 2
hearing actors, with the
hearing actors narrating the
action for the hearing
members of the audience.
Another benefit for the
hearing audience is a set of
"musical sculptures" by
French sculptors Francois
and
Bernard
Buschet,
serving the function of
musical
accompaniment
plus a scenic and impressive background onstage.
The acting was incredible.
Unencumbered by the
limits of speech, t he actor s
were a ble to use th eir
bodies to an imate the act ion
and to create the illusion of
gods, wild jungle animals,
and, un der a mass ive .blue
silk sheet, t he movements
of a serpent shedding its
skin.
By the time Gilgamesh
was over , t he au dience was
left moved by this impress ive compan y's brilliant
per f ormance
an d
movement. It's a pity no
one knew about it. If you
ever get the ch ance , see the
Nat ional Th eatre of th e
Deaf.

jm

.

Prof. Susan Kenney (center) read her
award-winning short story Facing
Front" to a crowd of about 100
people in the Heights community room
last week. The story, about a woman

and her psychologically unstable
mother, won the O. Henry Prize as
the best short story by an American
author last year. .
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M Friday night , 9 p.m. I
Gregg Niemann , an "Aboriginal American Fingerstyle
¦ Guitarist." Original guitar instrumental and vocal
¦ arrangements in all styles, from classical to blues.
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I
I Saturday night, 9 p.m. I
I
Burton and Tapper , "a mixture of acoustic popular
¦
¦ music and Latin-jazz/'
,
Keith Burton on vocals and guitar ,
on
teve Tapper flute.
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Satu rday night singer

Coffeehouse fare :
Bryant and war m cider

Coffeehouse audience. She crowd to accompany her on
she got a
shied away from yodelling, a song,
a recently acquired skill, cooperative Coffeehouse-full
whistling
saying she "might blush. " enthusiastically
But when she ask ed the along with her.

It was Saturday night.
You were kicking back ,
warm , relaxed , satisfied by
homemade
goodies,
listening to Lee play her
guitar and banjo. Did you
go home to the family for
the weekend? No, you were
at the Coffeehouse , the
closest place to downhome
on a
Colby weekend
evening.

After drinking her peppermint tea , Lee Bryant
opened her first set at
around 9 o'clock to a crowd
mellowed by warm cider ,
coffee, cookies, and banana
bread . She played in many
acoustic
styles, mainly
within the rea lms of jazz ,
Both
blues, and folk.
traditiona l, and well-known
songs and more obscure,
once-famous pieces, such as
a pop tune from the 1890's,
were presented as part of
our folk herita ge.

A Specia l Homecoming Welcom e to Returning Alumni
Fro m Owners Dave and Anne Pa lmer - Class '57 & '55*

9
We 11 Give You A Big
Welcome On The Big

Weekend

Lee Bryant kept up a
friendly rapport with the

.

Lee Bryant

|

Arts Notes

Get A

Dance
Homecoming
featuring Locomotio n Big
Band. Dana Dining Hall,
Saturda y, 9 pm.

Robert and Helen Stride r
"Electr ic
. ".
Concert.
Phoenix ," a vocal quart et
from Great Britain. Given
Auditorium , Thursda y, at 8'
pm.

Vesper Concert by flutist
Christy Gauss '81 with guest
soloists. Lorimer Chapel ,
Sunda y, 4 pm.

FREE

'Charle y s Aunt
starts Thur sday

"Fame ."
Stu-A Film
Lovejoy 100, Fr iday and
Saturday , at 7 & 9:30.
Adm iss ion.

If you are u p f or some go od enterta inment this
"Charley 's . Aunt" a play
weekend , ste p into Strider Theater on Thursda y, Friday,
produced by the Senior
or Saturday at 8 p.m. Powder and Wig and the Senior
C lass and Po wder and Wig. Class will present the comedy Charley 's Aunt , directed
Strider Theater , Thursday , by Dave Worster. Set at the turn of the centur y, it is the
Frida y, and Saturda y, 8 pm.
hilarious story of two Oxford college students atAdmission .
- tempting to propose to their sweethearts despite interf erence f rom f amil y and f riends .
Tickets for Brandon Thomas ' Charley 's Aun t are on
Livingston Taylor in con- sale
$1.00 and $2.00 at the Student Activities office,
cert , presented by Social ac rossforf rom
the mailboxes , Roberts Un ion .
Life.
Wadsworth
Gym,
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Film Direction presents i
"Bridge on the River i
Lovej oy 100, j
Kwai."
Sunday, 8 pm.
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WHOPPER SAN DWICH

by Mary DcMocker
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Performance by Auner the j
Eccentric , "An Old World \
presented
by :yJ
Clown ,"
Performing Arts and Stu-A I
Stridor <
Life,
Cultural
Theater , Wednes day, 8 pm. ;
Admission. Auner , will ^also j
present free classes, open to :
the public, on Tuesday, 20th i
and Thursday , 22nd at 9:30
am, on "Clowning and ;
On
Stage Technique. "
Thursday at 4; 30 , p.m. he
will present a lecturedemonstration ,
in
All
Strider Theater ;
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Super Saturday brings first victories

Colby upsets nation all y ranked Union

by Don McMillan and Arthur Jackson
You couldn't believe it. Your friends couldn't believe
it. Hey, we were even stunned. Colby won in football.
Colby College from Waterville, Maine won a football
game. It was great!
Despite being surrounded by 45O0 Union fans in
Schenectady, N.Y. the White Mules dumped the Dutchmen and spoiled Union's Homecoming a_id Field
Dedication ceremonies. In the process, Coach Tom Kopp
and his team won their first football "game of tbe year
and ran their career record on astroturf to 1-0.

Progress is the key word for the Mule squad. They
lost their first game 31-2, but then improved in the
second to only fall by ten points, 24-14. This past week
the young Colby gridders hit"the big time with their 10-3
victory.
"I' m elated . about the victory," said coach Tom
Kopp, who in the past two weeks has not had a lot of
happy moments on the sidelines. "It was a great
defensive ballgame for us. We kept them bottled up for
most of the game. This is a good win for our confidence
because we're moving in the right direction."
Colby's I-formation offense put the burden on the
tailbacks, and last Saturday the tailbacks came up with
a top rate performance. Freshmen Francis Kelley and
Peter Dooling combined on 42 carries for 167 of Colby's
total 222 yards of offense. Kelley gained 116 yards
singlehandedly to become the first Colby runner to
surpass the century mark for a long time. Meanwhile
full time ' Q B Tom Walsh threw only nine passes, completing three for 38 yards with one interception. The
offense squandered several serious scoring opportunites ,
especially in the first half , and Kopp hopes that the unit
will finish off their drives versus Trinity on Saturday.
The Mules did cash in for the only
touchdown of
the day when quarterback Tom Walsh snuck in from the
one yard line. Walsh called the play at the line of
scrimmage after he saw an opening in the Union
defense. The key play in the drive came on captain Matt
Maley's 31 yard pass reception that brought Colby to the
Dutchmen seven. Maley also booted the extra point
after the touchdown to give the Mules a 7-0 lead.
Colby's defense also came up with the key p3ays in the
clutch. Twice in the second half Union was thwarted on
fourth down plays deep in Colby territory. The first time
the Dutchmen hit the Colby "stonewall" defense was on
a fourth and four at the Colby 26 midway through the
third quarter.
The next occasion was even more important. Union
marched 63 yards to the Colby 23 where the Dutchmen
were faced with a third and one situation. Colby was
holding onto a slim 10-3 lead which was beginning to
look more and more in danger. However, the Mule D
rejected Union's Scott Buffington for no gain on third
down. On fourth down Stewart tired to scramble around
for the first down, but he was thrown mercilessly for a
twelve yard loss. End oi Union drive. End of Union
victory hopes.

Soccer squeak s
past Clark 1-0
by Chris Carmosuio

. The men's varsity soccer team combined a solid
defensive effort with Dan Roy's goal to defeat Clark
University 1-0 last Saturday. The victory was the
Mules' first of the season and made coach Mark Serdjenian the winningest soccer coach in Colby history.
From the outset Colby was out to prove that they were'
a better team than their 0-6 record indicated. And prove
it they did by out-hustling and outclassing the Clark
team. It did not take long for the Mules' aggressive
style to pay off. Ten minutes into the game Dan Roy
took a beautiful pass from Mark Schaefer and drove
home what proved to be the winning goal. For Roy, a
senior tricaptain, it was his third goal of the season.
After the score Colby continually frustrated any
comeback attempt by Clark; The Mules played team
defense to prevent Clark from mounting any kind of
attack, and when they did manage to get a shot off,
Jamie O'Neill was always there to make the save.
O'Neill's consistency in goal has been a plus throughout
the season for Colby.
Clark's fate was sealed when one of their players
received his second warning and was ejected from the
game early in the second half. From that time on Clark
had
to play a man down, and Colby was getting stronger
Francis Kelly (20) rushed for 116 yards last week 1
every
minute. Neither team scored again and the final
John
Lyons:
by
agai nst Union.
photo
j
score
stood
at Colby: 1, Clark: 0.
The key statistic of the game was Union 's punting
average.
Freshman Dutchmen punter Mark
McKelvey banged out 8 punts for 169 yards. This
computes to a 21.1 yard average, a mark below even
that of the Patriot's team punting average. The main
reason for this miniscule figure was Colby's punt rusing,
or more specifically, Colby 's Tom McGillicuddy, a
junior who blocked two Union punts. The first block
came early in the third quarter and got the Mules put of
a hole and into good field position for the quarter. The
second one set up a 25 yard Matt Maley field goal later
in the same period.
"A premier Division III player" was the description
given to McGillicuddy by Kopp. As well as blocking the
two punts the 5'11" 18.0 pounder played a solid game at
safety. McGillicuddy also blocked a kick in the
preseason CBB scrimmage and just missed one against
Wesleyan on opening day.
The Mules surprised us last week. Will it happen this
week? Be part of Colby 's homecoming crowd Saturday
at Seaverns Field at 1:30 and find out for yourself.
Trinity, a strong defensive club with a 2-1 record , will be
Fullba ck Mike Schaeffer is in contro l against
the Mules potential victim. In 1980 Colby was 1-7 and
p hotoby John Lyons
Clark.
Trinity was 7-1. The teams 'n blemishes occurred
simultaneously on an afternoon in mid-October when the
For the Mules the game meant much more than a
Mules knocked off the Bantams 20-17 and sent shock
check in the win column. The victory put to an end a
waves through the New England Small College Atheltic
very frustrating losing streak for a team with much
Conference.
more ta lent than their win loss slate indicated. Players
Can they do it again?
- on the team noted that the win has had an uplifting
effect on the team 's attitude. The feeling is that there is
still the opportunity to salvage a good season, in spite of
the disappointing start.
Members of the squad were also quick to point out
that last year they started out 0-4-1, and beginning with
a victory over Clark proceeded to win 6 of their last 7
games to finish at 6-5-1. The players seem to agree that
me win has taken a lot of pressure off of tlie team, and
if they can continue to jell as a unit, then history will
repeat itself. This Saturday the Mules are home against
USM, and if their second half tradition holds true it
should be a good afternoon for Colby.
HE'S FLYING-Forw ard

Mark Schaeffer soars

^bove the crowd and puts
his head into the ball .

j
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Women's soccer whips Lyndon St.5-1
by Cory Humphreys

Colby women's soccer
team suffered a disappointing 1-0 loss to Bates
Wednesday,
but
last
returned to the field on
to dominate
Saturday
Lyndon State College 5-1.
Both games were played at
home, but the resemblence
between the two games
ends there.
Scoring problems plagued
the Bates game, but these
problems cleared up by the
Lyndon match. The Mules
made 28 unsuccessful shots
on Bates' goal, as compared
to Bates' six attempted
shots. As Mule coach Steve
Knight commented, "We did
everything well but put the

tvoftienexploded for five goals against Lyndon St.
'
ball in. ' We were in a The Bates goal came two
scoring slump... We should minutes into the second
have put something in on half, the result of a loose
Bates "
ball already deflected by

and fullbacks Mary Ken- scored the third Colby goal
with another assist by
nedy and Mary White.
According to Knight, tbe Chapin.
In the opening minutes of
Mules' goalie Becknell was
the
second- half,* Simon
not tested with a shot for
the first 43 minutes of the scored on an assist by
Melcher. The final goal for
Bates match.
The Lyndon State game Colby was scored on a
proved to be more goal breakaway effort by scoring
oriented for the Mules, who machine Melcher.
All Colby players parscored five times before
Lyndon retaliated with a ticipated in the Lyndon
single goal. In the first " match, making this a total
the players
half,
sophomore wing team win. Both
,
and
crowd
were
enMarsha
Landau
was
thusiastic
about
the
change
assisted by halfback Sarah
Chapin for the first of in scoring luck from the
Colby's five goals. Fresh- Bates game. Coach Knight
p hotoby Catherinestehman
man
foreward
Leslie attributed this change to the
Colby
keeper
Jeffra Melcher scored the next fact that, "We shot from
Becknell.
goal unassisted. Freshman closer in rather than farther
out...and were hungry for
Knight praised the per- halfback
Carol Simon some goals."
formance of the, halfbacks

Div. 1 Providence edges Colby 2-0

into a herd of fired up player according to Pluck.
Mules.
Pluck felt Colby had their
"The team played their "Providence scored ten opportunities, but the ofhearts out," said field minutes into the game and fense's best chances were
hockey coach Debbie Pluck they thought they were . turned away by the P. C.
in describing Colby's battle
against Division I giant
Providence last Sunday.
The Mules lost to both
Providence and Lyndon
State last weekend, but in
each game Colby dominated
the action.
The Providence game
was the game on the field
hockey team 's schedule.
Providence had a game
scheduled for UMO October
12 and the Friars wanted to
play another game to make
their long trip worthwhile.
Colby became the lucky
squad to play host to the
Division I powerhouse.
"The Providence game ' Field hockey won their second of the season
was a one , shot deal," ' last week against USM 2-1 . J essica Gwynne
and captajn Sandy Lang scored.pfioto by mm cooi
commented Pluck. "It was
our one chance to play 'big
field
hockey. going to have an easy netminder.
time'
Maureen Betro was
Providence is definitely the time," added Pluck. "But
best team we play all our strong play on offense Colby's player of the game
flustered them. Defensively, and Pluck singled her out
year."
Providence came to Colby we've played well all for her extremely hard play
and all-around support.
with a 5-1-2 record having season."
The Mules outshot the The Lyndon State game
already beaten nationally
ranked U. of New Hamp-' Friars 16-7, but the dif- was . another case of Colby's
shire and tying U. Con.. ference was the Friar offense inability to find the
However, the Friars ran goalie, who was their best twine. The Mules had four
hy Arthur Jackson

Men 's Cross Country

Mules fall to U M O . U N H
by Rob Baldwin

The difference of a few
places meant the meet for
the Men's Cross-Country
Team at UMO on Friday.
Both UNH and UMO,
Division I powers, came out
on top of Colby. The meet
was a disappointment, even
though the close scores
brought respect . for the
Colby team. Freshman Rob
Edson was on top for the
Mules once a ga in, finishing
4th overall, behind two UNH
runners an d the top Ma ine
runner,
Colby went into the meet
ranked 15th in New
England, but fell to isth
ranked University of New

Hampshire, who won the Before the States, though,
meet with 39 points, and the is the New England Small
University of Maine at College Championships at
Orono in second with 43 the University of Conpoints. The Mule's final neticut this Saturday . The
score was 46 points. Rob Mules will be facing Bates,
Edson covered the 5.6 mile Amherst, Tufts, Bowdoin,
course in 28.18 for 4th place, and
Wesleyan, among
Todd Coffin was one second others-all of whom were
behind in 5th, Kelly Dodge ranked below Colby before
8th in 28.49, Terry Martin last week's meet.
15th in 29.18, and Tom
Other Mule runners of
Pickering 17th in 29.25.'
Andy
Friday were:
Sheehan
in
22nd
place
in
The pack of 5 Maine
20th
in
29:43,
Greg
Hancox
„
runners between Colby 's 3rd
and , 4th runners brok e th e 29:55,Dave Bell in 33rd
Mule runners up enough to place in 30:12, Art Feeley 2
blow their chances for seconds behind in 34th, Rob
beating Maine, let a lone win Baldwin in 43rd place In
the meet. The times were 31:05, Paul Doyle 47th In
f ast , h owever, and Coach 31:25, Jeff Nottonson.53rd in
WescoW is optimistic about 32:45; Tom Birol, 56th in
facing UMO at home in the 33:14, and Mike Bloom in
60th place,
State meet on the 30th.
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tunes as many shots as
Lyndon State ( 20-5), but the
shots were not fired with
accuracy.
"We were the better
team," said Pluck. "We
played aggressively and
dominated. We didn't score
though. The whole team
is playing quite well and if
we play at the level we
have, we shouldn't lose any
more games," stated Pluck.
"Everyone 's enthusiastic.
People think the team is
down with the record we
have, but we're all playing
quite hard."
who
Sara
Bunnell,
brought many fans much to
cheer and .had some outstanding seasons in goal at
Colby, will have her number
retired at the halftime of
the football contest this
Saturday . Bunnell, who
graduated last year, had the
goals-againstlowest
average in Maine and was
selected to try out for the
national team in field
hockey last year.
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873-0724
Get read y to hit the slop es!
Have y our skis tuned now !

1st PREDICTE D SKI DAY
-NOV.l
,
I

Dynastar , K2, Rossignol skis
Lange , Nordicb , Garment boots

Tyrol ia r Marker ,
Salomon bindings

W

X-countr y ski
equipmen t
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AT

OREN SHIRO ' s
TAURANT
RESOnion
«t
Ring Loaf
; Onion Rings FREE With

Every Party of Four
(with Colb y I-D-)
PHONE:872-941 1
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WEST RIVER ROAD
WATERVI LLE

(Near Thomas Colle ge)
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Is

there
life
after
cancer^?

Some people think
that even when a cancer is
cured, the patient will
never live a normal life
again.
The American Cancer
Society knows better.
it helps people return to
their homes and their Jobs
There is life after cancer.
TVwo million people are
living proof. If you or
anyone close to vpu needs
help, call us,

Desktop Compute rs from $299
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04901 (207[873.2192
Waterv ille , Maine^~
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A less than conscious 5 mile loop

-age i weive . -
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and keep looking down; there's no way, I'd rather be
dead; the women's field hockey team is practicing;
that'll make it harder; just go for it, and think how
great you'll be and you can boast to absolutely no one
about making it all the way bacause nobody really
cares. Hey... listen pal, you paid 95 bucks for matching "Sub-four " shirt and shorts and those weightless
excuses for sneakers.
Ahh... the parking lot, here ends the loop and here
ends consciousness; nope, I'm still here and now that
you're all pumped up let's make the sprint for the
campus route, you know in front of Mary Low, Dana,
by Lovejoy, through a few classes, flex, so all can appreciate your running magnificence and self-discipline.
I'm not up for this. C'mon you can run around Jonnson, see the lucid waters, the beautiful Miller Library
steeple and the attractive construction crane, and best
of all who from Waterville High is bagging more than
just classes.
Now back to the field house and to the showers for
seven hours. I was primed for the Cross-country trail;
I need my Nike waffle-stompers; or even the 10 mile
loop I'd need my car. Feeble.
Hopefully I've been sufficiently incoherent for the
last five minutes and if you're still reading can we
please have an Amen. What I really tried to* do was
provide a little information on what sights not to miss
while running in and around our wonderful campus.
Whether it be the three or five mile loop, the crosscountry trail, or even the 1.8 mile campus.loop, running
at this time of year can be nothing short of . awesome.
You can go with .7 oz. superlight sub gravitationalshoes
(highly suggested for the pavement on the loop) or the
standard Nike hightop <not recommended, I'm sorry).
It's only a matter of comfort . Personally I prefer Atlas
radiate and 8 cylinders for comfort . After all, I have a
test tomorrow.

by Peter Newman
Ready, go for it; five miles here I come. No...wait,
stretch out, got to stretch out and put a double knot on
the left Nike so you don*t trip; hey but if I trip I'll get
hurt and not have to finish running ; sorry, three and
five mile loop today pal, maybe more. Don't forget to
stretch those gastrocs, there's a good wall to push down
over there, B & <_ will be all over it, no problem.
Okay, kick the legs out a little going by the Pond and
we'll do the five mile loop first; yes across aromatic 1-95
down by Hosea's and down to the monumental "TransKennebec County" pipeline; wait, I thought.... Don't
think, just run...and don't inhale through the nose too
much, those dogs in the grass over there aren't rolling
in baby powder. Right!? Yes, right, at the top of the
hill.
I think I'll wait until John Deere moves; yea, and try
not to ruin your new .7 ounce shoes by stepping in
John's spillage. No problem, what happens now? I'm
over it, just stride out, yea , around the bend with the
nice white farm house, past the car that's been waxed
and for sale since Dick Clark was born. Let's see, four
cylinder, four speed, with a chrome extender. Hang a
right after this hill and try not to buy it on the corner.
No problem, awesome, decline; yes but it's short lived
for "voila ", across the river and over the bridge (to
grandmother's house we go) and up the hill that connects us witff the infamous three mile loop.
Then we go by the basketball hoop that's too low with
a white house. Should we tell them about the hoop? No,
but check it out, Maine Central Railroad; hey there is
just one surprise after another, back under the expressway down to the stop sign and oh... surprise,
surprise it's ... Sugarloaf. No, it's the who-the-hell-putthis-thing-here, hill! No problem, just pump the quads

Tennis beats Main e rival s

Erica Lind Hillsman announces the sale of
her libra ry for the benefit of the Colby
Miller Library* Bids on pieces of the
library^ or the entire set will be accepted
by invitation only.
Address:

Haight Street

San Francisc o, Ca. 94117

Telephone:
(415)-621-6211

Carl Hillsman
¦¦¦
. ..
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HEADQUARTERS

by Kathy Soderberg
tennis
is
Women's
working hard to keep their
title as Maine State
Champions. As the season
draws to a close, their
talent will continue to be
challenged as it has been all
season.
Last Friday, the Mules
faced the University of
Maine at Orono for the
second time this season and
once again were victorious.
Colby defeated their rivals
4-3. Scoring wins for Colby
in Friday 's match were first
player Maura
singles
Shaughnessy,
who
defeated her opponent Amy
Santon by the score of 6-1,

fi
ft

\
B

64), and Sandy Winship, who
was victorious over UMO's
Lesley Phillips 6-2, 6-2.
Colby's first doubles team
of Martha Oaks and Jennifer Swanson defeated
their opponents 6-2, 6-2 and
the second doubles team of
Kate Lucier and Sara Lund
succeeded in their match
winning 6-1, 6-3. UMO has
traditionally been a strong
rival for the women's
tennis team but the Mules
used their aggressive game
and a positive mental attitude to defeat their opponent.
On Saturday, October 10,
the Mules traveled to
Brunswick, Maine to face
Bowdoin College. Colby has
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Jos ep h 's
of Fairfield

s Welcome Alumni!

BAD HAIRSTYLES
REWARD

• Great Looking Hairstyle
• Healthy Manageable Hair
• Profeaslonable Advice On
The Correct products

HEADQUARTERS
H_lr Sty lino Salon
113 Main St,W*fo/\\l *
For ApplCall 873-1344

\
__

B If your coaches or students haven't told you to
S shop the unique clothing and sporting goods shop 3
B miles away, namelyJoseph's Clothing and Sporting
5 Goods of Fairfield , we'llTw glad to give you a tour
that has astounded people in Maine for nearly 100
J ye
A.;d
fc You will not only find all your athletie';
-fi sporting goods needs such as PRO-GOLF, SKI,
, \m -TENNIS, TlAQUETBALL, SKATE,youRUNNING
will also
FOOTWEAR AND CLOTHING, but
v^ B
* And LEVIS' WOOLRICH, IZOD, ADIDAS.
S FREEMAN SHOES for sport, dress, hunting, and
t leisure wear. You will just be amazed.
f
5 H. Joseph '44 & Family '69 & '79,
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beaten Bowdoin in women's
tennis for the past several
years. However, because of
a strong line-up of new
freshmen players as well
as talented upperclassmen,
Bowdoin handed Colby their
second defeat of the season.
The Mules were upset by
the score of 5-2. Colby's only
victories were in third
singles by Janey Rein er
and in second doubles by
Kate Lucier and Sara Lund.
Playing in an exhibition
match against Bowdoin
were Lila Duffy and Wendy
Neville. They defeated their
opponents by the score of 64. 6-4.

The tennis team's record
now stands at six wins and
two losses. Colby is making
their own fame and
becoming known as one of
the strongest teams at
Colby this fall and in Maine.
Spectators are always
welcome and encouraged to
attend any home match.
With the Maine State
Tournament and The New
Englands quickly approaching, team members
would be very appreciative
of any support lent until the
season sees its completion
with the re-match against
Bowdoin next week.

Record br eaki ng Triat hal on

Serve it up with I PLAY
by Dede Calvin

The fall season of "I
Play" volleyball has been
going strong for two weeks
and, as it looks right now,
the championship games
could go right down to the
last spike. According to
commissioner
Arthur
Jackson,the competition has
been fairly even so far and
any one of the four teams
could come out on top. The
league consists of just three
co-ed teams and one allmale team but each one of
the four teams appears to
be enthusiastic about the
season.
Brian Sanborn,- captain of
the B.S. Bunch, said there
are disadvantages to having
such a small league in that
there is less competition
hut he added that his team
is still psyched to play good
volleyball. Sanborn is confident about his team's
ability and noted that the
Veggies will be "the team
to beat. " The B.S. Bunch is
now 4-1 with their only loss
to the ' Vegies . Playing well
during the first two weeks
were Scott Hartz, Dan
Marra, Steve Barbash, Jim
Peterson, Jim Sullivan, and
Carl Glueck.
All of the captains agree
that the league would
benefit if more teams
played, but Barbara Knox,
captain of the " Vegies
commented-that with such a
small league everyone gets
to k now each other and

really has a good time. The
Veggies are now 3-2 with
losses to the B.S: Bunch and
the Good Side of Campus.
When asked to describe
his team's feelings towards
this season co-captain Jeff
Brown said, "the team is
competitive but the main
reason everyone is out there
is just to have a good time.
We've been successful so
far and I think that is
because we work together
as a team really well."
Brown's team, The Good
Side of Campus, has lost
just one game up until now.
Good nerfornaances for the
Good Side of Campus have

been turned in by Richard
Freeman, co-captain Carol
Birch, Jill Snowman, and
Debbie Newman.
The Averill team has won
just one game after two
weeks of play, but the team
is not discouraged. "The
team has a lot of spirit and
wge reaDy don't mind losing
as lone as we're having a
good time," says captain
Scott Morrill. Morrill also
commented that the team's
best game was' against the
B.S. Bunch. The B.S. Bunch
won in the third game by a
15-13 score. Scott Clark and
You-li-Sun played
outstanding in that game.

SOCCER
TEAMS
WINNER
ATO II vs. GTO
ATO II
Schwills
Schwills vs. Taylor
' Taylor
Taylor vs. Gyros
Zete vs. GTO
Zete
Gyros vs. Aints
Gyros
Ten Schwills vs.
TIE
Darmabums
TDP vs. GTO
TDP •
Pepper II vs. PLP
PLP
Schwills vs. Marriners TIE
ATO II vs. Phi Delta
TIE
Averill vs. Aints
Averill
ATO I vs. Darmabums TIE
FOOTBALL
WINNER
TEAMS
Zete
Zete I vs. Tau Delta
Heights
Heights vs. DU
resched.
KDR vs. Zete

VOLLEYBALL

TEAMS
B. S. Bunch
Good Side of Campus ¦
•
Vegies
Averill
.

WENS
4
3

3 .
1

SCORE
1-0
1-0
1-0
4-0
4-0
1-1
2-0
forfeit
1-1
M
4-1
l"1

Lions
provided
good
competition in the men's
while
Philip
division,
Glouchevitch, Colby's only
Iron Man, stopped the
clocks at 4:45.12.
The Triathalon's first leg
was a twenty mile bicycle
race which began at the
fieldhouse and ended in
Skowhegan along the banks
of the Kennebec River.
From there, competitors
boarded canoes and paddled
eight miles down the choppy
<___ -i_ »
Kennebec. A stiff downwind
aided all as canoes reached
their destination well ahead
of the projected time.
Runners took over from
there to complete the final
twelve miles of hills which
climaxed with a trudge up
Thayer Hill and a cheering
final lap around the football
field.
Sponsored
by
the
Waterville Chamber of
Commerce and
Valley
Distributors, and intended
to raise money for the Pine
Tree Camp for Crippled
Children, the event was
organized by Dick Leavitt
along with ATO's Social
Service Committee. Thirty"Les Bon Vivants," winners of the mixed (men I five ATO brothers and
and women) competition. Pho to by Jack Makiver j pledges helped in.the race ,
__

SCORE
19-6
26-0
LOSSES
1
1
2
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Of great interest to all
was the individual competition in which one person
takes on the entire forty
mile course alone. John
Mathieu of Waterville was
this year'is "Iron Man" with
a winning time of 3:24.06.
Thirty teams took part in
the competition which included at least three Colby
entries. "The Try-Athletes"
of Colby took third place in
the mixed division with a
time of 3:59.04. The DKE

by Joe Viger
Last Sunday, October 11,
the Colby campus provided
the setting for the start and
finish of the Second Annual
Great Pine Tree Triathalon.
The overall winner of the
three part event, finishing
well ahead of the thirtythree team field, with a
time of 2 hours, 52 minutes
and one second, was
"Magnum . Force," from
Claremont, New Hamp-
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Thorou ghbred Tweeds

Since 1929, Southwick has been synonymous with impeccable
styling, meticulous tailoring and classic design.
As one oi the few stores in th.* country carrying the Southwick
label, Dunham's of Maine is proud to oifer such superb craftsmanship to women as well as men.
Her Shetland tweed jacket tailored by Southwick. Two button,
center vent , flap pockets. Fully lined. Pink/taupe. $225.
His Skye tweed wool herringbone jacket. Two button, center vent,
flap pockets. Blue/grey. $235. ,
From our Fall collection of exceptional classics.

Dunham'sof Maine
Quality apparel since 1887

Caatonguay Square, Waterville, Maine
Open daily 9:30-3:30 Friday evenings until 9 P.M.
Corner of Exchange and Federal Streets, Portland , Maine
Open daily 9:30-3:30 Thursday evenings until 8 P.M.
Master Card, Visa and American Express garde honored.
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Co-Ed Rugby goes to Williams

fcy j -auvy

This past weekend saw
another chapter written in
Colby Rugby history. Both
the men's and women's
team chartered a bus and
made a joint excursion
down to Williamstown,
Mass. to square off against
the Claret and Gold
Ruggers
of
Williams
College. The men's team
upped it's' record to 2-1 with
a 7-4 victory; over Williams
but the really relevant news
is that a fantastic time was
had by the Colby Ruggers
at the hands of the gracious
host Williams....
'-Saturday, morning Capt.
"Intense" Joe Noel led his
troops onto the field of
battle, and when the last
shots were fired , Colby had

achieved a victory. All the
scoring came in the first
half as Colby went ahead 3-0
with a Digger Dog
Dougherty penalty kick
which was closely followed
by a Rich Rosen "Hardguy"
try. Williams came back
with a try of it*s own before
the end of the first half, but
that's all the Colby defense
would allow.
The score was deceptively
low as the second half
beared witness to. The ball
seldom left Williams half of
the field as Colby relentlessly hammered the opposing Ruggers. The Colby
backs played particularly
Chip
especially
well,
Rooney who kept his cool
when all others around him
were losing theirs. Ian
"Diminutive
Dynamite"

McCormick, Buzz "Bomb"
Marcus, and Terry "The
Enforcer" Mulvey all had
exceptional games both
offensively and defensively. "Intense" Joe was
so happy with the victory
that he actually relaxed for
a moment or two, or so a
witness claimed.
**6ft **44****ft *-&*

The first team to play
Saturday was the women's
B-team. Momentum was
generated by terrifying
scrums and awesome runs
by the backs to lead the
"B" squad to a 4-0 victory.
In what proved to be the
winning try, the ball was
moved down the field by a
combined team effort . A
freak kick by Williams was
snagged by an "uniden-
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STU-A FILMS PRESENTS

If they've really got what it takes,
it's going to take everything they've got
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Unisex Hair Stylists

189 Main St.
Watervill e 873-204 1
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NESCAC at Wesleyan

IWomen 's Rugby Home

FOOTBAL L
CONTEST.
J Las t week' s tri-wlnner
S
¦
p redicted ] Q-7 this
¦
The
a tim e around.
¦
¦ actual final was 10-3.
H
Congratulations

Box-
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"Fame is great fun. Watching it , we are nailed to our
seats. "
- Roger Angel I, New Yorker
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|Women's Tenuis at New Englands ]
i
I Oct 16
s
3:30
SMen's Tennis Bates
1(
_ _V7
lit Boston College
¦* c!
{Women 's soccer
4:0o !

12:oo |
5 Field Hocke y umpi
< Women 's Cross Count ry ii:Oo i

Susan Reese has

|won

;

Trinity

[ Oct 16-17

The Women's A-team
played with spirit but fared
less well than the B's. They
lost 8-0 to a large, Williams
team - and we mean large.'
Convinced of a car- f Oct 17
bohydrate deficiency, they
set out to remedy the _
Trinit y
situation. The backs ran { Football
hard but were hit harder by 9
the Williams girls. The I Men 's Soccer
usm
¦
scrum mucked and mawled C
:
...
to the best of their ability,
but weren't as effective as I Men's Cross Countr y
they might have been.
NESCAC at Wesleyan
I

¦

Week 4

¦just fill in your

a. -

tified" Colby ruggette who
ran in for the try. "PARTY"
screamed Andy
"Masher" Brown nectarizing wildly, but nobody
listened. Intense Father Joe
Noel was for once satisfied
with the B-team'j . outstanding performance.
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The Week In Sdorts 1
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WITH COLBY I.D.
AFTER 4 PM

by Don McMillan

Does the process sound
simple? It's not. Neither
are the formulas and
algorithm trees that Straffin
described in his talk. "'~

> Hey math majors. Ever
wonder what the use is of
all those antiderivatives and
absolute
values
and
cotangents? Well Philip D.
Straffin , Jr. of Beloit
College described one apAnother point < Straffin
plication of mathematics made was that a draft set
last Monday when he spoke up to aid the worst team
in Mudd about algorithms from the previous season by
and professional sports giving them a first round
drafts.
pick position can actually
backfire. It is possible for a
later team in the draft to
have a better overall
What's the connection than an earlier team ifdraft
the
between the two, you ask? later team uses sly and
According
to Straffin , complicated mathematical
mathematical algorithms algorithms. .
prove that pro drafts can
actually
be
quite
paradoxical. If each team
Thus, if the 1081 National
in a draft devjses a Football League season
beneficial scheme for a , continues on its present
certa in dra f t , then each course,
then
it
is
team can actually end up hypothetical that (in the
worse off than if each team 1982 NFL draft ) the first
elects their personnel Picking New England
"sincerely ," or in th e order atrlots could end up with a
that they actually prefer the worse dra f t t han t he lost
Super
Bowl
players rather than in a picking
Philadelphia '
fashion that will confuse Champion
i.
*
another team 's draft nlan. EnclftB.

^^F rf m ithe Editor"
Denied commitments
It happens ev ery year at about th is time. The trustees make their
sem i-annual junket to the campus to discuss the prob lem s and successes of Colby over the past months. One issue that will not be
addressed in President Cotter 's annual report and in fact may not be
discussed at all, but ought to be, - is the status of the college ' s
financial aid program.
There is-something wrong with a system that invests in a student
years and then , when that investment is
by "giv ing him aid for three
close to paying dividends , cuts him off entirely . Indeed , m ore than
one prospective senior was forced to finish his education elsewhere - if
at all - this year because of Colby 's financial aid policy.
Due to cutbacks in government grants along with spiraling tuition
costs , Colby w ill be forced to substantially increase the amount of aid
it gives to needy students. This increase m ay cause a reduction in the
number of students who receive aid , but the question of from where
that reduction comes is a ll-important. Each year , Colby distributes
(dollar-w ise) approximately 25 per cent of the aid to ea ch class. In
these times when alternative sources for college aid are quickly
disappearing , Colby must rethink that policy.
Colby
owes a commitment to students who have a ttended the
college. By cutting off aid from needy upperclassmen , the college is
denying that com m itment and making a foolish mistake.
C o lby 's concern for individual students must not end after the ad
missions process. The college cannot hope to attract quality ap
plicants if it does not redefine the goals of its financial aid program.
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Lett ers—
Correction : it 's three f or all
To the Editor :
There has been some
confusion caused by a
couple of errors in the
articles on the Jan plan in
last week's Echo. On page
1, the statement that read
Jan
"...the
Plan
requirement, beginning with
this year's sophomore class,
has been reduced from four
years
required
participation to three," should
not
have
included
"beginning with this year's
sophomore class."
Students of all classes
must take at least three Jan
Plans if they are in
residence for four or more
fall semesters and at least
two if in residence for three
or fewer.
In the article on page 5,
the statmeent that "anyone
interested in programs..not

directly connected with
Colby must consult the
information supplied outside
Eustis 307" should be
amended to read that
students may consult the
material.
Because it
consists of announcements,
brochures, and letters from
organizations and schools

Sincerely,
Betts Kiralis
Director of the January
Program

Thanks guys*..
To the Editor :
I would like to take this
opportunity to thank all the
Varsity hockey players for
their time and effort in
painting the arena.
I
realize and appreciate the
sacrifices made in order to
reach our completion date
of October 3rd.
The arena looks impeccable and you should be

% j ust a thoug ht*.*

(mostly in vital social
programs like Medicaid, job
training programs, food
stamps, and educational
assistance ) and generous
tax deductions ( more
generous for those with
more money to start with^
in the hopes that growth
will be stimulated, inflation
curbed, and the federal
budget balanced by 1984
(f ormally 1983) .
Reaganomicsis a gamble.
It's one long, anxious day
at the race track for the
American people.
The
country is Reagan's Las
Vegas nightspot, his very
own slot machine.
If
everything
comes
up
peaches-if his program
stimulates saving and investment,
improves
productivity, and pulls in
the loosened inflationary
reigns - then the Gipper
wins the jackp ot. A happy,
healthy
economy,
a
revitalized America, a guaranteed fond spot in the
heart of posterity, and, who
knows, maybe even a
starring
role
in
a
biographical movie.

looking for January internees and students, it
might be very helpful to
Colby students looking for
January projects.

proud
of
your
accomplishment.
The
character of the team and
the willingness to work
together has once again
shown me why I enjoy
coaching and working with
you.
Congratulations,
Mickey "Goulet
Varsity Hockey Coach
continued f r ompa g e5

But if he gets just one So Reagan's program is
lemon- if for instance his an unauthorized risk with
irogram overstimulaie. the other people's money- a
economy-he loses in a big clear -violation of the
way. And so does the entire "Golden Rule." And people
country which, if that were of this country are starting
to happen, could find to show signs of doubt in
themselves
helplessly Reagan's gambling ability.
buried in the most in- A recent Louis Harris poll
flationary period in history. concluded that a sizable
majority of the people do
not favor more cuts in
The proclamation that social programs in order to
Reagan
received
"a balance the budget. They
mandate" for his program do not want more of their
via his landslide victory in money laid on the table ltike
the 1980 presidential elec- poker chips in a smoketions is a poorly-founded but filled room.
well-promulgated political Maybe I did fail to learn
myth. The truth is that, some of the financial
although Reagan received lessons from that paper
57 percent of the popular route years ago. Maybe I
votes to Carter's 41 percent, still can't balance a check
only 53 percent of the book for beans. And maybe
age I do pump too many
voting
country's
population of 160.5 million quarters into the Pac Man
went to the polls! It doesn't machine down at the Pub.
take a mathematical wizard But at least they're my own
to figure the implications of quarters. And at least I'm
this - only 26.9 percent of the only one who loses it
the voting age population in when things go wrong.
America voted for Ronald
Reagan for president in
1980. That hardly denotes a
mandate.
t.
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LIVINGS TON
TA YLOR
In Concert
with special guest

TRENT ARTERBERR Y

(The mime on the Po usette -Dart Album) *

8pm Fri.Oct. 16
Wadsworth gym
COLBY STUDENTS $3.50
- JON-STUDENT S $4.50

I

TICK ETS AVAILABLE AT ALL DINING HALLS
AND AT THE DOOR
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HOMECO MING FES TIVAL

THUR SDAY, OCT. 15
[ 8pm
>

CHARLEY'S AUNT

FRIDAY, OCT. 16
Spm WOMEN'S

SCHED ULE of EVENTS

a comedy directed by Dave Worster
tickets availabe at the Runnals Union box office STRIDER THEATER

"B" FIELD HO CKEY

j

»

J
<

|

COLBY vs THOMAS

j

; _pm CHARLEYS AUNT
;8pm LIVINGSTONTA YLOR

j

in concert with appearances by profession al mime TRENT ARTERBERRY
j
'
tickets on sale at all halls at dinner and at the doorWADSWORTH GYMNASIUM
11pm NEWMAN CL UB BONF/R E featuring a sing-a-long with the COLBY-ETTES

Satur day, oct. 17

: 9am-llam OPEN HOUSE at the HEI GHTS
WOMEN'S VARSITYFIELD HOCKEY
:ipm MEN 'S VARSITY SOCCER
12pm

f . S Op mVARSITY FOOTBALL

far
Thoug ht Blood, MaryV et al
C^ h^i^ .food
^
bagels, dnnish , coffee , tea...
light brunch offering
]

COLBY VS UMPl
COLBY VS USM

j
' >¦ ¦
;

COLBY vs TRINI TY
Half Time Festivities

"C Club AWARD CEREMONY Former Colby Athletes Honored
Float parade display of entries in dorm competition
Homecoming King & Queen present 1st prize

; 4pm HOT CIDER and DONUTS served by the pond
8pm CHARLE Y'S A UNT .
\ 9pm-12pm COLBY'S LOCOMOTIONBAND

*Zy ??i

ert dance
^»" . *

DANA DINING HALL

j
j
j

